
Animation Merit Badge

Scouts BSA



● Safety 
○ Follow your family’s rules for going online

○ Protect your privacy

○ Do not open emails or files from people you do not know or trust

○ If you receive/discover information that makes you uncomfortable, leave it and tell your parents

○ Do not believe everything you see or read online

○ NEVER agree to get together with someone you “meet” online

○ NEVER give personal information like email, phone number, address

○ NEVER share your Internet passwords with anyone

○ NEVER shop online unless you have your parent’s permission to do so

○ Be a good online citizen



About the Patch

● Animator’s Disk
○ A light table used to create hand-drawn 2-D animation
○ Multiple layers of transparent paper are laid on the disk and held in place by pegs (the white dots on the black bars)
○ Animator flips through layers to see several previous frames in order to judge where to draw the most recent frame
○ Sits on a light table

● Design
○ A bouncing ball shown by layering (which is why there are light shades of blue leading to the “top” dark shade)

■ Demonstrates movement with squashing and stretching for believability
○ Blue because animators use blue pencil for initial sketches, then trace over with dark pencil to create the “cleanup 

drawing”. Blue pencil doesn’t show when photographed.



Keanu Reeves: John Wick



Requirement 1

a. In your own words, describe to your counselor what animation is. 

b. Discuss with your counselor a brief history of animation.



Requirement 1: Definitions

● Animation 
○ Technique of displaying a series of images in rapid succession to create the illusion of movement
○ Hand drawn artwork
○ Computer generated imagery
○ 3D objects

● Types
○ Traditional (2D)
○ Computer generated (2D or 3D)
○ Stop-motion
○ Experimental or Mixed media



Requirement 1: How To

● Animator
○ Keen observer

■ Keep a notebook handy to sketch
■ Observe body language
■ Train your eye to see the pose
■ Capture movement and emotion

○ Watch animated films and live-action movies
■ Watch frame by frame and try to draw to learn how the action is broken down
■ Watch without sound to pay attention to the acting and action

○ Understand anatomy and body mechanics
■ How the subject is built and how it moves
■ How it changes depending on the environment

● Moving in water vs on land
■ Best believability abides by real-world physics

● Unless it is for comedy, special effects, or a special reason 



Requirement 1: EVERYWHERE

● Cartoons

● Commercials

● Movies

● Video games

● Military
○ Simulation and training

● Factory
○ Monitor status of operations

● Courtroom
○ Clarify details of an accident or crime scene

● NASA
○ Track satellites, spacecraft launches, mission 

progress

● Doctors
○ Visualize procedures
○ Simulation and training

● Meteorologists
○ Show the weather pattern

● Virtual tours
○ Buildings
○ Unreachable places: Deep oceans or Other 

planets



Requirement 1: History

● As old as storytelling

● Early humans would paint on cave walls and use firelight to simulate the sense of being alive and movement



Requirement 1: History

● Shadow hand puppets were an early form of animation and entertainment

● Magic Lantern shows
○ Mid-late 1700’s until intro of cinema
○ Primitive projection wooden box with a candle inside fitted with a lens
○ Hand-painted images on glass plates were placed between the light source and lens then projected onto a wall
○ Created initially for home entertainment
○ With gas lights then electrical arc lamps, could perform shows for large crowds at playhouse/theatre
○ Later, several lenses could be used at a time
○ Images shown in succession like a storybook or with special effects like shimmering water or elements of a movement
○ Complex projectors should switch an image from one lens to another creating a change in facial expression or 

transformation into a monster





Requirement 1: History

● Persistence of vision
○ Concept of the eye holding an image in your mind and associating it with another, similar image that changes slightly
○ By the 1830’s this trick of the eye was used in several inventions

● Phenakistoscope
○ Shows a series of images in quick succession
○ Disk-shaped device with a sequence of drawings around the outside of the circle that you spun and looked into a mirror 

while holding and looking through the slits cut into the disk
○ Creates the illusion of sequential movement
○ Single viewer

● Zoetrope
○ Look at images through the slits while the drum rotated
○ Slips of paper lined the inside of the drum
○ Multiple viewers at a single time



Requirement 1: History

● Praxinoscope
○ Similar to the zoetrope but added mirrors, so you didn’t have to look through slits

Phenakistoscope Zoetrope Praxinoscope



Requirement 1: History

● 1878, Leland Stanford had Eadweard Muybridge take pictures of his prize racehorse
○ Hoped to win a bet over whether all four of his horse’s hooves ever left the ground at the same time.
○ Muybridge set up a row of 24 cameras with a tripwire in front of a wall where the horse would run.
○ Images presented in succession through a zoopraxiscope, early movie projector: FIRST MOTION PICTURE



Requirement 1: History

● 1890’s
○ Thomas Edison patented the motion picture camera and kinetiscope in 1892
○ Short films and movie reels were shown in combination with live theatrical shows

● 1900
○ Live action films combined with cartoon animation
○ J. Stuart Blackton made the first one and used stop-motion photography: The Enchanted Drawing

■ 1906 he made Humorous Phases of Funny Faces, the first animated film made mostly of stop-motion photography
● Drawings made on a chalkboard and filmed sequentially

■ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pe7HSnZotbU
■ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wGh6maN4l2I

○ Winsor McCay, American cartoonist known for his comic strip Little Nemo in Slumberland started in 1905
■ Best known for his film, Gertie the Dinosaur, in 1914, the first key frame animated film

● Key frames are drawings that plan out where the character is going to go and what it is going to do
● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-_c15oS5i5I

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pe7HSnZotbU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wGh6maN4l2I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-_c15oS5i5I


Requirement 1: History

● Willis O’Brien
○ 1915 The Dinosaur and the Missing Link, 1925 The Lost World
○ 1933 King Kong, 1949 Mighty Joe Young
○ Black and white films that mixed stop-motion animation with live actors as if they shared the same screen
○ Used realistic puppets on metal armature to pose
○ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0kTUfP4Tdoo
○ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MMNICLfHE3M

● Ray Harryhausen
○ Worked as an assistant to O’Brien
○ Produced a series of monster films using stop-motion animation in color between 1958-1981

■ The 7th Voyage of Sinbad and Clash of the Titans bookended his career
■ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8X7W-oPhY48

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0kTUfP4Tdoo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MMNICLfHE3M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8X7W-oPhY48




Requirement 1: History

● Pre- feature film animated shorts in silent and early sound era
○ Otto Messmer: 1919 “Felix the Cat”

■ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7HskWL82GeQ
○ Max Fleisher: 1919 “Koko the Clown”. Created by tracing over live-action film footage: rotoscoping

■ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cMiBRGJ_24w
○ Walt Disney: 1920’s “Laugh-O-Grams”. Animated in the rubber hose style- little definition in their limbs so they could 

bend and stretch in silly ways
■ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pn5YWSP1O5M

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7HskWL82GeQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cMiBRGJ_24w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pn5YWSP1O5M


Requirement 1: History

● Walt Disney
○ First studio in Kansas City was a bust, so he moved to Hollywood
○ Created “Alice Comedies”: a live action girl in a cartoon world

■ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_C3PHLmsks8
○ Oswald the Lucky Rabbit, but lost the rights to the character so he created ….
○ Mickey Mouse

■ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L6CZW4rRGfY : Steamboat Willie (1928), first cartoon with sound
○ Flowers and Trees (1932): first color animation

■ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gjnzlj5ihkY
○ Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs (1937): first animated full length feature film

■ Innovative with  “squash and stretch” and action-reaction

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_C3PHLmsks8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L6CZW4rRGfY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gjnzlj5ihkY


Requirement 1: History

● TV Cartoons- Saturday Morning Lineup
○ Warner Brothers Studios: Looney Tunes
○ Hanna-Barbera Productions: The Flintstones, Yogi Bear, The Jetsons, The Huckleberry Hound Show
○ United Artists: The Pink Panther Show
○ Limited animation

■ Used to create shows quickly
■ One piece of artwork represents the character’s body or head, and another layer is placed on top with only the 

moving parts like the mouth and eyes of the head or arms and legs of the body. 
■ Didn’t have to redraw the character every time, saved money; but it could make the animation look stiff

○ Animated cartoons used to market products to children
■ Vitamins, cereal, and toys





Requirement 1: History

● George Lucas
○ Star Wars (1977)

■ Used animation to intensify the light sabers 
■ Stop-motion characters in the chess scene on the Millenium Falcon

○ Industrial Light & Magic (IL)
■ First to use CGI or CG animation mixed with live action

● Computer generated
○ Young Sherlock Holmes (1985) had the first photorealistic CGI character - stained-glass knight
○ Terminator 2: Judgment Day (1991) - highly realistic animated villain
○ Jurassic Park (1993) - realistic dinos

● Pixar
○ Created in 1986 from a group of artists working at Lucasfilm
○ Toy Story (1995)- first feature length computer animated film





Requirement 1: History

● Weta Digital
○ Lord of the Rings (2001) from Peter Jackson
○ First successful digital actor using motion capture: Gollum
○ Created software that could generate large numbers of digital characters, all driven in such a way that they responded 

to the other digital characters around them, just like in a video game

● Motion capture
○ Actor’s primary movements and facial expressions are recorded by special cameras
○ Info fed into a computer, which applies the motion to a digital model of the character/creature

● Video games
○ Advanced from pixelated characters like Pac-Man to photorealistic games like Call of Duty and Assassin’s Creed





Requirement 1: History

● https://www.britannica.com/art/animation
● https://www.encyclopedia.com/science-and-technology/computers-and-electrical-engineering/computers-and-com

puting/animation

https://www.britannica.com/art/animation
https://www.encyclopedia.com/science-and-technology/computers-and-electrical-engineering/computers-and-computing/animation
https://www.encyclopedia.com/science-and-technology/computers-and-electrical-engineering/computers-and-computing/animation


Requirement 2

● Choose 5 of the following 12 principles of animation, and discuss how each one makes an 

animation appear more believable: 
○ Squash and stretch
○ Anticipation
○ Staging
○ Straight-ahead action and pose to pose
○ Follow through and overlapping action
○ Slow in and slow out
○ Arcs
○ Secondary action
○ Timing
○ Exaggeration
○ Solid drawing
○ Appeal



Requirement 2

● 12 Principles developed by Disney animators, Ollie Johnston and Frank Thomas

● Squash and stretch
○ Give the subject weight or flexibility
○ Object retains volume
○ Frequently used for rapidly moving objects
○ For example, if the ball stretches vertically, it needs to squash horizontally

● Anticipation
○ Prepare the audience for the character’s next action
○ For example, a character can’t just jump up off the ground.  First they must squat down to build up energy, and 

THEN jump. 

● Staging
○ Presentation of an idea so that it is clear to the audience
○ Broad action or simple as a change of expression
○ In scene, introduce one idea at a time





Requirement 2
● Straight ahead action and Pose to pose

○ Two main methods of animating
○ Straight ahead action: draws/animates frame by frame, doing the drawings in order- 1,2,3,4...
○ Pose to pose: draws/poses the main (key) frames of animation before filling in the in-between frames - drawing 1, 25, 

47, then going back to do the drawings in between

● Follow through and Overlapping action
○ Object with momentum can not stop immediately after it has started moving. It must finish its movement first.
○ Things also don’t stop at the same time. First one part comes to a halt, and then another
○ Example: Someone running in a long coat. When they stop running, the coat will continue to move forward and then 

back again, slowly coming to a standstill after the body stops moving
○ Example: Sliding a gelatin sculpture across a table and suddenly stopping it- it will continue to wiggle

● Slow in and Slow out
○ Animations have more frames at the beginning and end of each movement, with fewer frames in between
○ Objects can not start moving and stop moving immediately
○ To seem natural, build up momentum to start moving and slowly decrease in speed to stop moving





Requirement 2

● Arcs
○ Apply to most natural, lifelike movements
○ All natural movements tend to happen in arcs, slightly circular motions
○ If arcs aren’t used the movement looks robotic and unnatural
○ Example: if a character swings his arm, his hand will not go from point A to point B. It is attached to a pivot (shoulder) 

and so will move in an arc

● Secondary action
○ Action that results directly from another action
○ In addition to the main action of the scene
○ Add realistic complexity to an animation

● Timing
○ Number of animation frames needed for a given action
○ 24 frames = 1 second of film
○ Using a stopwatch or studying video with a frame counter is a good way to analyze the timing of an action





Requirement 2

● Exaggeration
○ Overemphasize a movement
○ Developed in the early days to give more life to characters 

● Solid drawing
○ Subject matter is actually a 3 dimensional object and should be drawn with weight and volume.
○ 2-D drawings can have 3-D form because of the way their are drawn and animated
○ Character sheets: pages with the character drawn from several angles and poses

■ Traditionally used to animate characters with 3-D form
■ Computer animators do not have draw as much because they animate in a 3-D space

● Appeal
○ Making characters believable and interesting
○ Way the character acts and the way they are designed and drawn





Requirement 2

● 12 Principles
○ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uDqjIdI4bF4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uDqjIdI4bF4


Feature Films

● 90 minute film may require > 100,000 drawings

● As many as 300 artists may work on one film

● Model sheets = consistency

● Director ---> Supervising animators---> Key animators ---> Assistant or Cleanup artist

● Timing keys: charts in the margins of the page to show what the animator wants to see between key poses

● In-betweener: take key drawings and create all the similar drawings that are between them. Entry-level

● Film, individual image moves at 24 frames/second

● Video, individual image moves at 30 frames/second



Requirement 3

● Choose 2 animation techniques and do the following for each:

a. Plan your animation using thumbnail sketches and/or layout drawings
i. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EQ8q__Fd-F0

ii. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m2JJxRlxV2s
b. Create the animations

c. Share your animations with your counselor. Explain how you created each one, and discuss any 

improvements that could be made. 

● https://boyslife.org/merit-badges/animation-merit-badge

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EQ8q__Fd-F0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m2JJxRlxV2s
https://boyslife.org/merit-badges/animation-merit-badge/


Requirement 3

● Free Animation Apps
○ 3-D app

■ Blender 
○ 2-D app

■ Animation Paper
■ Krita
■ Pencil 2D
■ Synfig Studio
■ FlipaClip

○ Stop Motion app
■ Stop Motion Maker
■ PicPac Stop Motion+Timelapse
■ iMotion
■ Lego Movie Maker
■ Stop Motion Studio



Requirement 3: How To

● Scene planning
○ Be prepared. Think about about your scene.
○ Create thumbnails
○ Map out your animation: Scene layout

■ Get to know characters
■ Make a guide so you know how far to move the character

● Stop-motion, use guides for foot placement
● 2D & 3D, create key poses

■ Know how long the scene will last



Requirement 3

● Classical 2D 
○ Cel animation: frame by frame drawings 

■ Ink on front and painted on the back of celluloid sheet paper
○ Hand drawn, then later printed
○ Cels stacked along with background and photographed in sequence
○ Disney classics: Snow White, Peter Pan, Aladdin
○ Limited

■ Less detailed, more stylized movement, choppy movement
■ TV, anime: The Flintstones

● Rotoscoping
■ Trace over motion picture footage, frame by frame, to produce realistic action
■ Still used for practical, economic reasons if green/blue screen not used
■ 2D classical or digital
■ Notable use: lightsabers in the first 3 Star Wars



Requirement 3

● 2D Digital
○ Hand drawn or drawn on computer: separate frames
○ Hundreds of drawings to reflect specific movement then use assisting app to integrate them into the 

computer environment
○ Reduces time spent creating animation: less drawing and more agile tools for color/frame changing
○ Specific motion like lip sync, mouth shape during dialogue, still require artist attention
○ Adobe Flash is the most popular app
○ Disney: Beauty and the Beast, My Little Ponies, Steven Universe, We Bare Bears, Adventure Time

● 3D Digital
○ Animate faster and more realistically
○ Computer generated models in an environment and animated on X, Y, and Z axis
○ Pose rigged 3D model in key poses, then software acts as the inbetweener
○ Break physical laws and bypass physical limitations of the character
○ Can create a bunch of characters that act independently or program fur/hair to move or remain
○ Frozen, Shrek, Finding Nemo







Requirement 3
● Stop Motion

○ Move physical real world objects, take a picture, move them a little more, take picture, repeat
○ Creating a sequence of frames with minimal difference between them
○ Works in a straight-ahead manner: start at beginning and follow through until done
○ Use clay, action figures, sticky notes, legos, people
○ Clay or latex figures wrapped around armature
○ 3D printing has made production cheaper and less time consuming

● Claymation
○ Stop motion, but with clay, plasticine, or plasticine clay
○ Offering more realistic movement
○ Time-lapse frame by frame to create continuous movement with small modifications between frames                    



          

● Wallace and Gromit, Shaun the Sheep, Coraline, Nightmare Before Christmas, ParaNorman, 

Fantastic Mr. Fox, Chicken Run, Corpse Bride, Frankenweenie, Robot Chicken, King Kong (1933), 

Jason and the Argonauts, Star Wars (1977), Alien, Clash of the Titans, The Terminator (1984)



Requirement 3

● Mechanical
○ Machines can simplify the process and reduce work
○ Creating machines that look animated rather than robotic
○ Gives animators a better understanding of the way machines work
○ Machines reproduce pre-recorded movements and sounds
○ Audio-Animatronics, Autonomatronics: combination of robotics and 3D animation created by Walt Disney 

for theme parks- Pirates of the Caribbean, Country Bear Jamboree

● Chuckimation
○ Invented by makes of the “Action League Now!” cartoon
○ Traditional stop motion and live-action shots when characters move to and off camera 
○ Simulate talking, their mouths don’t move





Requirement 3

● Flip Book
○ Post-it notes, notecards, notebook, paper pad: 2D
○ Series of pictures that progressively change from one page to another
○ Turning pages quickly simulates animation
○ Software that can convert hand drawings into digital flip books 
○ https://boyslifeorg.files.wordpress.com/2015/04/flipbook.pdf
○ https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=6&v=PUAlpu60pOM&feature=emb_logo
○ Images missing alerts the person shooting the animation to repeat the previous image: Shooting on Two

■ Saves time and money
○ Faster action calls for every frame to be drawn so the fast motion is captured: Shooting on Ones
○ https://youtu.be/PUAlpu60pOM 

https://boyslifeorg.files.wordpress.com/2015/04/flipbook.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=6&v=PUAlpu60pOM&feature=emb_logo
https://youtu.be/PUAlpu60pOM


Requirement 3

● Zoetrope
○ Cylinder spins, the images merge into a whole picture with fluid animation
○ Foundation of animated GIF images

● Cutout
○ Paper/Carton/Card/Fabric cut outs and movement with stop motion
○ Today can be done on the computer
○ South Park

● Typography
○ Playing with fonts/letters
○ Text combined with animation
○ Fontlab, popular software
○ Widely used in opening credits





Requirement 3

● Sand
○ Invented in 1968 by Caroline Leaf
○ 2 techniques

■ live performance on physical surface and a couple of cameras to display the show
■ Apply a set of rendered images drawn by the artist’s hand

○ Use a lightbox to create each frame of the animation
○ Erase one picture to draw the next
○ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TaQBvpWpxws

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TaQBvpWpxws


● 2 or more different mediums

● Contrasting styles that complement each other

● Most common: live action and hand drawn
○ Live action: photos, video footage, physical objects
○ Hand drawn: static drawings, 2D, or 3D animation

● May be abstract or symbolic

● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bPp5XOku9_A
● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=petE9lcLD3o&list=PLE3CfXmgfpghUwfGxpHW8_JQWVbff_Q4Z
● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gab4MQ0tShE&list=PLE3CfXmgfpghUwfGxpHW8_JQWVbff_Q4Z&index=2
● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6GoCN0ZrJ5c

Mixed Media & Experimental Animation

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bPp5XOku9_A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=petE9lcLD3o&list=PLE3CfXmgfpghUwfGxpHW8_JQWVbff_Q4Z
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gab4MQ0tShE&list=PLE3CfXmgfpghUwfGxpHW8_JQWVbff_Q4Z&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6GoCN0ZrJ5c


Requirement 4

● Tour an animation studio or a business where animation is used, either in person, via video, or via 

the Internet. Share what you have learned with your counselor.

● Discuss with your counselor how animation might be used in the future to make your life more 

enjoyable and productive. 



Requirement 4
● Cartoon Network Studio

○ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dk4acvBsnQI&feature=youtu.be

● Inside Pixar (1-3)
○ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pHPZMIAhpqs
○ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CReiLA8x5cQ
○ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0q8mrsUqHsk

● Walt Disney Studios
○ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JeEnhdMT1Jo

● Unreal tutorial
○ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eYDn2sQ8uKs
○ photorealism

● Augmented reality
○ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5TredCSRv88
○ Pokemon Go
○ https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=37&v=2qyd_6ZBX64&feature=emb_logo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dk4acvBsnQI&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pHPZMIAhpqs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CReiLA8x5cQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0q8mrsUqHsk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JeEnhdMT1Jo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eYDn2sQ8uKs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5TredCSRv88
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=37&v=2qyd_6ZBX64&feature=emb_logo


Requirement 5: Careers

● Character animator

● Storyboard artist

● Compositing artist

● Art director

● Stop motion animator

● Modeler

● Lighter

● Character rigger

● Texture painter

● Visual effects artist

● Motion graphics designer

● Forensic animator

● Render wrangler



Requirement 5: Character Rigger

● Experts at manipulating the geometry of characters in relation to their environments

● Responsible for using computer programs to create skeletons by creating a series of bones that deform and 

animate specific parts of the character. Help develop tools for animation production, and work with 

modelers and animators

● TV, film, video games, advertising, specialized design services, computer system design, software publishing

● Education
○ Bachelor degree in Computer Animation

● Training
○ Internships
○ On the job training

● Experience
○ Thorough understanding of physics and anatomy
○ Thorough understanding of computer systems like UNIX, and software like Autodesk Maya, Motion Builder, 3D Studio 

Max, and XSI





Would you like to know more? 

● Animation podcasts
○ Bancroft Brothers Animation
○ Overly Animated
○ Animation Industry
○ Black N’ Animated
○ Animation Addicts



Glossary

● Animatic
○ Preliminary version or simplified mock-up

● Animation
○ Simulation of movement created by displaying a series of pictures, or frames, in rapid succession

● Armature
○ Metal skeleton inside a stop-motion puppet

● Background
○ Part of the scene that is farthest to the rear. The artwork upon which the animation takes place.

● Breakdown
○ Intermediate drawing between the key drawings

● Cel/Cell/Celluloid
○ Transparent sheet upon which traditional animation was inked and painted before being photographed. The 

picture’s outline was drawn on the front of the animation cel, then colored on the back.



Glossary

● CGI (computer generated imagery)
○ Images created or manipulated with the aid of a computer

● Cleanup
○ Tracing a clean line over a rough drawing to create a final drawing that can be inked, painted, and photographed

● Compositing
○ Combining multiple levels or layers of artwork into a single image

● Frame
○ Single photographic image in an animated movie. One second of film contains 24 frames

● In-betweens
○ Drawings that are between the key poses. Drawn to create smooth transitions between key poses.

● Key poses
○ Main drawings in an animation sequence. Establish important positions in the action, defining the starting and 

ending points of motions. 



Glossary

● Lip-sync
○ Process of matching a character’s mouth to the dialogue. Mouth is adjusted frame by frame to match the 

sound of the dialogue and to create the illusion the character is speaking. 

● Mesh
○ 3D outline of an object

● Model sheet
○ Collection of drawings that show animators how a character is supposed to be drawn

● Motion capture
○ Process of recording the movements of a live actor and converting them into digital data that can then drive a 

CGI character. Performance capture

● Overlay
○ Part of the scene environment, such as a chair or a bush, placed in front of the main animation



Glossary

● Pose to pose
○ Technique of first doing the key drawings at significant points in the action, and then doing the in-between drawings

● Rigging
○ Giving an underlying skeleton to the computer model of an animated character so that the character’s body parts are 

attached to one another, allowing the animator to manipulate them. 
○ The model’s body parts will move in correct relation to one another

● Rotoscoping
○ Tracing over live-action film movement, frame by frame, to create an animated sequence

● Scene planning
○ Working out how the characters, backgrounds, and effects will be combined and how the animations will move

● Slow in
○ Gradual acceleration of the action in an animation



Glossary

● Slow out
○ Gradual deceleration of the action in an animation

● Storyboard
○ Visual plan of the scenes in an animation, indicating what will happen and when

● Straight-ahead action
○ Technique of drawing or animating an entire sequence, in order, from the first position to the last

● Thumbnail
○ Small image used as a reference or an indicator

● Timeline
○ Horizontal representation of a scene’s elements, timing, and key poses

● Timing
○ Speed of an action. How slow or fast an object or a character moves


